We present a method for automatic generation of 3D models based on shape and topology optimization. The optimization procedure, or model generation process, is initialized by a set of boundary conditions, an objective function, constraints and an initial structure. Using this input, the method will automatically deform and change the topology of the initial structure such that the objective function is optimized subject to the specified constraints and boundary conditions. For example, this tool can be used to improve the stiffness of a structure before printing, reduce the amount of material needed to construct a bridge, or to design functional chairs, tables, etc. which at the same time are visually pleasing.
: Given a few input parameters, the proposed method automatically optimizes the shape and topology of a 3D structure. Here is an example of optimizing a bridge. The initial structure is seen to the upper left along with supports (green) and loads (red). This structure is optimized such that stiffness is maximized and the amount of material is minimized. A few iterations of the method are depicted along with the result.
iteration [4] [32]. Finally, it has previously been shown 140 that using the DSC method for topology optimization 141 works in 2D and therefore has potential [33] . However, 142 here, we show that this concept is able to solve real-143 world topology optimization problems in 3D.
144
Note that this list of structural optimization methods 145 is far from exhaustive. The main contributions of this paper are as follows.
148
• As opposed to previous methods introduced in 149 computer graphics, our method automatically op-150 timizes the shape and topology of a structure given 151 boundary conditions, an objective function, con-152 straints and an initial shape. This completely elim- 153 inates the manual editing which has been charac-154 teristic for the current approaches. between two surfaces. This is illustrated by two objects 224 colliding in Figure 3 . Here, only edges having both end nodes on the surface are drawn. As the objects approach each other the tetrahedra between the objects get squeezed. When a tetrahedron between the two surfaces is squeezed too much, this tetrahedron will be collapsed. Consequently, the only thing separating the two objects is a face. However, this face has tetrahedra which are labeled solid on both sides and it is therefore no longer part of the surface. Consequently, the two objects are now merged into one.
In addition to ensuring high quality tetrahedral ele- The strategy for moving the surface nodes is to first 253 compute a destination p * n for each surface node n cur-254 rently at position p n . The destination p * n is computed us-255 ing a user-defined velocity function which, for the case 256 of topology optimization, will be described later. After-257 wards, all surface nodes are moved from p n to p * n using 258 the strategy illustrated in Figure 5 . Figure 5: Illustration of how the surface (red) is moved in 2D. The same principle applies to 3D. A filled arrow indicates the destination p * n of the surface node n. One of the nodes cannot move to its destination without creating low quality tetrahedra and it is therefore only moved as depicted by the unfilled arrow. The other two are moved to their destinations. Then, mesh operations are applied to improve the mesh quality and the node that did not reach its destination is moved again. This is repeated until all nodes have reached their destinations.
Structural analysis 260
In this paper, we will optimize the topology of phys- 
282
The local stiffness matrix K t contains information on 283 the stiffness of tetrahedron t. It depends on both the 284 positions of the control points p and the materials of the 285 tetrahedra m and can be calculated by
We have chosen only to consider isotropic linear materi-287 als. Consequently, the constitutive matrix E t (m) which 288 relates stress and strain is In this paper, we will limit ourselves to static prob-301 lems subject to a single load case. These problems are 302 modeled by supports and external forces f c which are 303 both applied to the surface of the structure. In addition 304 to external forces, the weight of the structure will cause 305 gravitational forces
Here, g = [0, −9.8, 0] T m/s 2 is a vector of the gravita-307 tional acceleration and a i is a scale factor computed by a 308 mass lumping scheme for each element i. Furthermore,
Since we desire a structure in static equilibrium, the 313 sum of the forces on all particles must be zero (New-314 ton's first law). Consequently, we will utilize the equi- We want to optimize an objective function f by 330 changing the shape and topology of the structure.
331
Therefore, the objective can be anything as long as it 332 is a function of the shape and topology. Furthermore, 333 there are two ways to change the shape and topology.
334
The first is to change the position p n of a design node 335 n, the other is to change the material m e of a design ele-
• on the surface of the structure,
338
• not supported,
339
• not subjected to any external forces and 340
• not part of a fixed domain (see Section 2.5).
341
Furthermore, a tetrahedral element is a design element 342 e if it is 343
• solid,
344
• not adjacent to a control point subjected to external 345 forces and 346
347
For the test cases presented here, we seek to find the 348 structure which is as stiff as possible. Consequently, the 349 objective function is compliance 
Where V(m, p) is the total volume of the solid elements 363 and V * is the maximum volume of the structure.
364
Optimized results are often not manufacturable. For 365 example, the optimized results often contain many de-366 tails. A partial remedy is to constrain the total surface 367 area, called a perimeter constraint [42] .
Here, A( p) is the total area of triangles sandwiched be- shell of the structure. We can now limit the change from 388 the original surface as well as ensuring that holes will 389 not appear in this surface by applying the constraint:
Here, D * is the maximal change from the original sur-391 face and T * is the minimum thickness of the shell of 392 the structure. Note that g 3 is C 1 continuous and thereby 393 differentiable. position p * n for each design node n. Afterwards, the 400 structure is deformed by moving each design node from 401 its current p n to the more optimal position p * n as de- is moved in the normal direction n n from the current po- for a design node n is 420 p * n = p n (x * n ) = p n + x * n n n
To estimate x * = [. . . , x * n , . . .] T , a smooth non-linear op-421 timization problem is solved:
Here, 
Still, since the equilibrium equations have to be evalu- 
The first part of the optimization strategy is to im- 
The second part of the optimization is to try to im- The method consists of two steps:
555
Step 1: Discrete optimization 556 Improves the objective as well as unsatisfied con-557 straints by relabeling elements from solid to void 558 based on their topological derivatives as described 559 in Section 2.3.2. Then, removes disconnected ma-560 terial.
561
Step 2 
573
Problems can arise if a volume or perimeter con-574 straint is applied. The optimization will seek to obey 575 the constraint before taking the objective into account.
576
This can lead to undesired removal of material from 577 places where it is necessary. Our solution to this prob-578 lem is to gradually lower the constraint such that V * (t) = 579 max(α t , V * ) and A * (t) = max(β t , A * ) where t is the time 580 step and 0 < α < 1 and 0 < β < 1 are constants. ject to constraints as depicted in Table 1 .
617
The raw surface triangle meshes of the optimized is scaled by the largest change. more, a side effect of optimizing a structure to bear its 679 own weight is that the balance is improved. Table 3 Figure 9: Topology optimized tables and chairs which show the design capabilities of the suggested method. The difference between the problems are the supports (illustrated at the left of each row) and possibly the values of parameters. Note that the same illustration is used for both a table and a chair problem, therefore the dimensions of these illustrations are not correct. an ordinary laptop. 763 We have shown that the method automatically gener-764 ates designs which satisfy some user-defined structural 765 requirements. However, note that the search space is and Multidisciplinary Optimization 45 (6) (2012) 801-814.
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